The fuzzy controller based on cycle-to-cycle control with output value adjustment factors (OAF) was developed for restoring gait of paralyzed subjects by using functional electrical stimulation (FES). Results of maximum knee flexion and extension controls with neurologically intact subjects suggested that the OAFs would be effective in reaching the target within small number of cycles and in reducing the error after reaching the target. Oscillating responses between cycles were also suppressed. The fuzzy controller was expected to be examined to optimize the OAFs with more subjects including paralyzed patients for clinical application.
Introduction
A method of restoring gait of patients with paralysis of motor functions by means of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) has been focused in this study. Tracking control of joint angles of the lower limb is a difficult problem because of nonlinearity, time varying property, significant time delay and so on in the responses of the musculoskeletal system to electrical stimulation. So, we developed a fuzzy FES controller based on the cycle-to-cycle control method through computer simulation [1] , [2] .
The fuzzy FES controller was examined in controlling maximum knee extension angle stimulating the vastus muscles with neurologically intact subjects [3] , [4] . The results suggested that the fuzzy controller would be applicable clinically, and output value adjustment based on error would be effective. However, oscillating responses were caused in trials of some subjects and the maximum value was misdetected in some cycles [3] .
In this paper, the fuzzy controller was modified including an output value adjustment factor based on muscle response so as to eliminate oscillating responses between cycles. The modified fuzzy FES controller was examined with neurologically intact subjects in the knee extension control first, and then in the knee flexion and extension control.
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Outline of Modified Fuzzy Controller Based on Cycle-to-Cycle Control
The cycle-to-cycle control method is different from the closed-loop control such as a tracking control of desired angle trajectory. The block diagram of the modified fuzzy controller based on the cycle-to-cycle control and fuzzy models for output adjustment factor (OAF) is shown in Fig. 1 . Target angles in this control are angles at specific points such as maximum knee extension in the swing phase of gait. The controlled maximum joint angle of the previous cycle is delivered as feedback signal. The burst duration of stimulation pulses of a current cycle TB[n] is regulated basically according to the error in the previous cycle, while pulse amplitude, pulse width and frequency was fixed. In this paper, output of the fuzzy controller was automatically adjusted by 2 parameters as seen in Fig. 1 : errorbased output adjustment factor (E-OAF) and sensitivitybased one (S-OAF). The E-OAF is determined by the error of the cycle just before the current cycle, which increases the output value of the controller if the error is large, and decreases if the error is small. The S-OAF is determined by joint angle production ratio that is defined as the ratio of joint angle change to stimulation burst duration at the cycle just before the current one, θ ch [n−1]/T B[n−1], which means sensitivity of the muscle to electrical stimulation. The S-OAF decreases output of the controller if the joint angle production ratio is too large, and increases it if the production ratio is too small. The S-OAF is expected to compensate difference in muscle properties between subjects and changes caused by muscle fatigue and so on eliminating the inappropriate oscillating response.
Experimental Methods

Maximum Knee Extension Control
First, maximum knee extension angle was controlled in order to compare to results of our previous study [4] . The vastus muscles of 3 neurologically intact subjects (male, 23-24 y.o.) was stimulated through surface electrodes (F-150M, Nihon Koden). Subject's consent to participate in the experiment was obtained.
The subject sat on the stage ( or equal to 0.3 deg for 0.5 s (sampling interval was about 50 ms). The maximum extension angle was detected when 2 consecutive sampled joint angle values showed the knee flexion after the onset of electrical stimulation. Target value of the maximum knee extension angle was 30 deg (0 deg means full knee extension). The knee joint angle was measured with an electric goniometer (M180, Penny & Giles).
Input variables to the fuzzy controller were 'error' and 'desired range'. The desired range was joint angle range between the angle at the stimulation onset and the target angle. Structure and rule sets of the controller were based on our previous work [1] , [5] . Input membership functions were expressed by triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy sets, in which the 'error' and 'desired range' comprised 7 and 3 linguistic terms, respectively. Output variable was expressed as 11 fuzzy singletons [1] . The fuzzy inference was accomplished by using the Mamdani method. Center of gravity (COG) was used in the defuzzification process.
Parameter values of the fuzzy models were determined based on control results and values of θ ch /T B obtained in our previous studies [3] , [4] . Those parameter values were not adjusted for each subject, but fixed for all subjects. The maximum output value of the fuzzy controller was adjusted between 25 ms and 375 ms by using the OAFs, while it was fixed at 200 ms without the OAFs.
Pulse width and pulse frequency was fixed at 200 μs and 20 Hz, respectively. Stimulus pulse amplitude was determined so as to develop target joint angle without pain. Each control trial was started with the initial burst duration time of 0 s. Three control trials (35 cycles in one trial) were performed with the time interval of 15 min ∼ 20 min.
Knee Flexion and Extension Control
Maximum knee flexion and extension angles were controlled in one cycle stimulating the hamstrings and the vastus muscles with or without the OAFs. Four neurologically intact subjects (male, 22-24 y.o.) participated in the experiments. The subject sat on the equipment keeping his position by his upper limbs (Fig. 2 (b) ). Target maximum joint angles were 70 deg for knee flexion and 5 deg for extension. The hamstrings was stimulated first and then the vastus muscles were stimulated after detecting the maximum flexion angle.
For the hamstrings controller, input variable was 'error' of the previous cycle and output variable was expressed as 7 singletons. The same fuzzy model for the S-OAF in the maximum extension control was used. For the vastus muscles, the same fuzzy controller described in the previous section was used. However, fuzzy model for S-OAF of the vastus muscles was changed to have 2 linguistic terms (medium and large) for input membership function and 2 singletons (small and medium) for output variable. Parameter values of the Hamstrings controller were determined by preliminary test and those of the fuzzy model of the OAFs were determined based on control results without both OAFs.
Results
Knee Extension Control
The maximum extension angle was controlled appropriately by the fuzzy controller without causing oscillating responses between cycles. For evaluating control results, settling index, mean error and large error rate were calculated (Table 1). The settling index was defined as the number of cy-cles that were required to reach the target joint angle with absolute error that was less than or equal to 3 deg [4] . Mean error was calculated in cycles after reaching the target. The large error rate was calculated after reaching the target as the number of cycles with error larger than 5 deg.
As seen in Table 1 , the joint angle reached the target within 7 cycles in all trials, which were smaller than those without OAFs (between 6 and 11 cycles) [4] . The mean error was less than 3 deg for all the 9 trials and large error rate was less than 5% for 8 trials and 17.2% for 1 trial with OAFs. In our previous results without OAFs [4] , 3 of 9 trials had mean error of 3 ∼ 6 deg and 4 of 9 trials had large error rate of 9 ∼ 66.7%.
Knee Flexion and Extension Control
Both maximum joint angles were controlled only with 2 subjects because enough knee flexion angle was not produced with other subjects. An example of control results was shown in Fig. 3 . The E-OAF worked effectively in early cycles to reach the targets with small number of cycles. The S-OAF also adjusted output values in early cycles and during control for flexion control.
Evaluation results were shown in Table 2 . The 3rd trial of subject F was stopped because of muscle fatigue. The settling index for maximum flexion control, mean error and large error rate for extension control decreased by using 
Discussions
The modified fuzzy controller with OAFs performed knee joint control appropriately. Especially, the knee extension control test showed improvement by the modified fuzzy controller, although 2 of 3 subjects were different from our previous study. Oscillating responses between cycles also decreased by using the OAFs. Table 3 shows variation of controlled joint angles between cycles after reaching the target. The joint angle variation became small by using the OAFs in both control tests, which means oscillating responses were suppressed. These results suggests that the OAFs would be useful in applying the controller to various subjects. In the flexion and extension control, decrease in errors for flexion control by using OAFs was not shown clearly. In the 1st and 3rd trials of subj.A, the joint angle production ratio was very large in some consecutive cycles, which caused greater decrease in controller output. Although the parameter values of the S-OAF were determined based on our previous control results, the production ratio changed between experiment days. Therefore, the range in output variable was narrow a little bit. The fuzzy model for S-OAF used in this paper might also be simple. Detailed fuzzy model of the OAF is expected to be realized for each muscle controller.
The maximum knee flexion control was not achieved in some subjects. Extra experiments were not performed because the knee flexion might not be produced sufficiently with other subjects. Changing target joint angles for each subjects will be necessary for controller evaluation. Using different electrode, biphasic stimulation pulse, or different stimulator and so on can also be options to overcome this problem. Measurement with paralyzed subjects is also required.
Conclusion
In order to develop a practical fuzzy controller, 2 output adjustment factors were included. The tests in controlling maximum knee extension angle, and maximum flexion and extension angles of the knee joint with neurologically intact subjects showed that the OAFs would be effective in reaching the target within small number of cycles, in reducing errors and also in suppressing oscillating responses between cycles. The fuzzy controller is expected to be examined with more subjects including paralyzed patients in order to realize the OAFs for practical clinical application.
